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_Slovo_ is a peer-reviewed interdisciplinary academic journal run by postgraduate students at the School of Slavonic and East European Studies, University College London. Spanning across humanities and social sciences, the journal covers all issues concerning Russia, Eurasia, Central and Eastern Europe. While seeking to provide a publishing opportunity to both outstanding young researchers and established academics, _Slovo_ is a unique voice for the regions covered. In our fourth year as a digital publication, we hope to reach out to a wider audience and to continue sharing our academic discoveries internationally.

In this, the first issue of volume 27, we are proud to share with our readers an interview with Emeritus Professor Donald Rayfield of Queen Mary, University of London, one of the UK’s leading experts on Georgian language and literature. With characteristic wit and insight, Rayfield discusses not only the past and present of Georgian literature and its representation abroad, but also his personal engagement with it over the last thirty years, which has brought him to the forefront of the field internationally. Our article ‘Regional Enlightenment in Transylvania’ by Maria Iulia Florutau is an insightful examination of educational reform in Transylvania in the Age of Enlightenment. Florutau explores the origins and effects of Bishops Klein and Aron’s reforms, casting light on a crucial stage in the Enlightenment forty years before the advent of the Transylvanian School.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank the entire 2014–15 _Slovo_ editorial board for their time, energy, and enthusiasm throughout the year. This issue would not have been possible without the many hours they have all put into it. I would like to thank especially Managing Editor Ed Johnson, Reviews Editor Inese Strupule, Blog Editor John Foster, and also Jaimee Biggins, Managing Editor at UCL Press. Thanks also go to all our general editors who have so kindly offered their time and professional support to this issue. Last, but certainly by no means least, sincere thanks go to my predecessor, _Slovo’s_ former Executive Editor Eugenia Ellanskaya, for her guidance, support and ever-ready words of wisdom.
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